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 We exposed coated AISI 441 in a SOFC cathode side atmosphere.
 The oxidation and chromium volatilization were monitored.
 RE coated 441 showed improved corrosion resistance and no oxide scale spallation.
 RE/Co-coated 441 showed superior corrosion behaviour and low chromium evaporation.
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Reactive Element (RE) and RE/cobalt-coated stainless steel AISI 441 was exposed at Solid Oxide Fuel Cell
(SOFC) cathode conditions (850  C in air with 3% water content) for up to 500 h. The chromium evaporation was measured by applying the denuder technique. Uncoated material exhibited severe spallation
which could be successfully prevented by using cerium or lanthanum coatings. By applying double layer
coatings of cerium or lanthanum in combination with cobalt the oxidation rate was decreased and the
chromium volatilisation was also about 90% lower than the uncoated material.
Ó 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-SA license.
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1. Introduction
Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) technology is considered to be
promising in the ﬁelds of decentralised electricity and heat production. To achieve high voltage output, planar fuel cell elements
so-called PEN elements (positive electrode, electrolyte, negative
electrode) consisting of an anode, an electrolyte and a cathode
which are stacked together [1]. So called interconnectors are
needed to stack these PEN elements. The functions of interconnects
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are not only the electrical connection between two PEN elements
but also the separation of the anode atmosphere of one cell from
the cathode atmosphere of the following cell. The requirements for
interconnects, among others, are an expansion coefﬁcient similar to
the ceramic components of the PEN element, high temperature
stability, high electrical conductivity, good gas tightness and low
production costs.
Recent developments, such as a thinner electrolyte thickness
and improved cathodes, have resulted in lower operating temperatures of about 600e800  C [2,3]. An advantage of these lower
operation temperatures is the larger choices of potential interconnect materials. At high temperatures mainly ceramic materials
have been applied, whereas at lower temperatures ferritic steels
can also be used for an interconnect application. The advantages of
these steels are a similar expansion coefﬁcient, good durability,
relatively high electronic conductivity, mechanical durability and
they are also more economical. Most promising for an interconnect
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application are ferritic steels with a chromium content between 18
and 25%.
These steels form a protective chromia layer when exposed to
an SOFC cathode atmosphere. However, the protective chromia
scale of the steel leads to degradation of the fuel cell due to the
volatilization of CrO2(OH)2, which reacts at the cathode/electrolyte/atmosphere triple points, leading to so called cathode
poisoning [4,5]. Early studies on conventional commercial ferritic
stainless steels have shown that they lack sufﬁcient corrosion
resistance for most interconnect applications. This leads to the
development of tailor-made steels not only to increase creep
strength and corrosion resistance but also to decrease chromium
evaporation. Some examples of these steels are Crofer 22 APU and
Crofer 22 H from ThyssenKrupp VDM, Sandvik Sanergy HT from
Sandvik Materials Technology AB or ZMG 232 G10 from Hitachi
Metals [6,7]. All of the steels have additions of about 0.5 wt.%
manganese, leading to the formation of an outer chromium
manganese spinel layer during exposure. This phase reduces
chromium evaporation by about 60e70% [8].
In order to improve corrosion resistance, the above-mentioned
steels contain so called Reactive Elements (RE), e.g. cerium,
lanthanum, yttrium, neodymium or zirconium. The beneﬁcial effect
of REs has been discussed for several decades and different
mechanisms have been proposed, which is beyond the focus of this
paper [9e11]. Besides small additions of REs to the steel it has been
shown that RE coatings can also have a beneﬁcial effect on the
corrosion performance of the steel in SOFC relevant atmospheres
[12e14].
Chromium evaporation can be decreased by thin ﬁlm coatings,
which can be classiﬁed into two main groups; ﬁrst perovskite
structure and second spinel structure coatings.
Up to now various perovskite coatings for corrosion protection
and the prevention of chromium evaporation have been applied;
Stanislowski et al. have applied various lanthanum-based ceramics
such as LSC (LaScCrO3) or LSM (LaSrMnO3) in thicknesses between
32 and 45 mm [8]. The coated samples exhibited lower chromium
evaporation, but some of the coatings suffered spallation. Kurokawa et al. have also studied LSM (LaSrMnO3) and LSCF (LaSrCoFeO3) and found a signiﬁcant decrease in chromium evaporation
[15]. A common drawback of perovskite coatings are often difﬁculties in the adhesion of the coatings [16].
Spinel coatings are the second class of coatings commonly
proposed. The ones most referred to in the literature are coatings
based on cobalt and its oxides combined with other transition
metals. Different thin ﬁlm technologies have also been employed to
apply spinel coatings. Stanislowski et al. have tested cobalt, nickel
and copper coatings, which were applied via sputter coating on
Crofer 22 APU, and found that all coatings decreased chromium
evaporation signiﬁcantly. Yang et al. have investigated Mn1.5Co1.5O4
spinel coatings, prepared with a slurry-coating process, on AISI 441,
and found that these coatings increased corrosion resistance and
decreased electrical resistance [17].
Besides these coatings for the prevention of chromium evaporation, combinations of RE coatings with spinel structure coatings
have been developed and investigated. Qu et al. have combined
yttrium with cobalt coatings prepared via a solegel route and have
investigated their corrosion and electronic properties. They found
that the combined coating had lower resistances than single-coated
samples [18]. Froitzheim et al. have shown a beneﬁcial effect by
combining cerium coatings with cobalt coating, where both the
oxidation and the chromium evaporation could be lowered significantly [19].
The above cited studies exemplify that uncoated ferritic stainless steels are not suitable for almost all SOFC applications. Therefore, if coating steel is inevitable, the combination of a low cost steel

substrate with a coating that provides the required surface properties seems worthwhile investigating; particularly since the
interconnect can, according to Hall et al. [20] comprise up to 45% of
the total stack costs.
Type 441 stainless steel is, from an economic point of view, very
promising but its corrosion performance in SOFC environments is
not sufﬁcient for a long-term operation [6]. This is mainly attributed to the higher silicon content and lower silicon to niobium ratio
[6] and the lack of reactive elements. The aim of this investigation,
therefore, is to determine if the corrosion resistance of type 441
stainless steel can be enhanced by applying so-called reactive
element coatings, and if combinations of reactive element coatings
and cobalt coatings can enhance the chromium evaporation performance of this stainless steel and additionally show an
improvement in corrosion performance.
2. Experimental
2.1. Sample preparation
Pre-coated and uncoated steel strips of AISI 441 (compositions
given in Table 1) received in sheets of 0.2 mm thickness from
Sandvik Materials Technology AB were cut to coupons of
15  15 mm. The coatings were applied by physical vapour deposition and coating thickness was measured during the deposition
process via a quartz crystal balance. Metallic targets were used;
although in the case of the Ce and La coatings it might be expected
that these form oxides during the deposition process. The samples
were ultrasonically cleaned ﬁrst in acetone and afterwards in
ethanol for 20 min for each step. After cleaning, the samples were
dried and weighted on a Sartorius MC5 scale.
2.2. Exposure
The samples were exposed using the denuder technique;
described in more detail elsewhere [21]. The experiments were
performed in a tubular furnace equipped with a ﬂow restrictor of
silicon carbide to ensure turbulent ﬂow. A so-called denuder tube
was placed at the outlet of the furnace, coated with sodium carbonate to collect evaporated chromic species. The reaction between
the evaporated chromium-oxy-hydroxy species and sodium carbonate is shown in equation (1).

CrO2 ðOHÞ2 þ Na2 CO3 /Na2 CrO4 þ H2 O þ CO2

(1)

The denuder tubes were changed regularly and washed out with
MQ water, the chromium concentration of the solution was
measured using photo spectroscopy. By knowing the samples’ geometry and by calibrating the photo spectrometer for chromium
concentration it is possible to relate the amount of evaporated
chromium to the exposed sample area.
Table 2 lists the different tested samples. To quantify chromium
evaporation, the samples were exposed isothermally to a temperature of 850  C for 500 h in air, which contained 3% water vapour.
The tested environment was chosen to simulate a relatively harsh,
due to high humidity and temperature cathode side environment.
Since the focus of this study was concerning cathode side corrosion
and the effect of chromium evaporation the samples were only
exposed to a cathode side environment, which is in contrast to real

Table 1
Batch-speciﬁc values provided by the manufacturer, given in wt. %.

Wt. %

Fe

Cr

C

Mn

Si

S

P

Ni

Nb

Ti

Bal.

17.83

0.012

0.26

0.55

0.002

0.024

0.13

0.48

0.14
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Table 2
Investigated coating systems.
Sample name

Inner coating

Outer coating

Uncoated
Ce coated
La coated
Ce/Co coated
La/Co coated

e
10
10
10
10

e
e
e
620 nm cobalt
620 nm cobalt

nm
nm
nm
nm

cerium
lanthanum
cerium
lanthanum

SOFC conditions. The ﬂow rate was set to a value of 6000 mL min1
which has been shown in previous studies to be in the ﬂowindependent regime of chromium evaporation and can be transferred to a ﬂow of approx. 27 cm s1 [21]. Corrosion performance
was additionally tested by exposing different samples discontinuously at intervals of increasing duration at the same temperature
and ﬂow for a total time of 570 h. After each interval, the samples
were cooled to room temperature and weighted before reheating.
3. Results
3.1. Gravimetric measurements
The samples were exposed discontinuously at 850 C. Fig. 1
shows the mass gain of the different samples. After 570 h of
exposure, the uncoated substrate material had a mass gain of
0.48 mg cm2. After about 100 h of exposure, the uncoated material
started to suffer from spallation. The cerium-coated material
exhibited a mass gain of about 0.45 mg cm2 and lanthanum coated
material of about 0.52 mg cm2 after a total exposure time of 570 h.
After an exposure time of 570 h the cerium/cobalt material had a
mass gain of 0.59 mg cm2 and the lanthanum/cobalt coated material 0.58 mg cm2. Both of the RE/cobalt-coated samples had a
mass gain of about 0.21 mg cm2 after only 100 min of exposure.
After an exposure time of 100 min all coated samples exhibited
parabolic corrosion behaviour. The mass gain of the coated samples
exposed discontinuously did not differ signiﬁcantly from
isothermal exposed samples. It was observed that the lanthanum/
cobalt samples were slightly bent after exposure.
3.2. Chromium evaporation
The chromium evaporation was conducted in a separate series of
experiments and samples were exposed isothermally. Fig. 2 shows

Fig. 1. Mass gain of different coated AISI 441 specimens during discontinuous exposure at 850  C.

Fig. 2. Cumulative chromium evaporation of different coated AISI 441 specimens
during isothermal exposure at 850  C.

the cumulative chromium evaporation of ﬁve different material
combinations. The uncoated material as well as the lanthanum
coated material exhibited similar chromium evaporation. The uncoated material evaporated a total mass of about 0.0014 kg m2
chromium after 526 h of exposure. The lanthanum-coated material
evaporated 0.0012 kg m2 chromium after 475 h of exposure time.
The cerium-coated material evaporated 0.0015 kg m2 chromium
after 500 h, which is about 10% higher compared to the uncoated and
lanthanum-coated materials. The cerium/cobalt-coated material
showed a drastic reduction in chromium evaporation of about
0.00014 kg m2 and lanthanum/cobalt-coated material showed a
reduction of about 0.00019 kg m2 after about 500 h of exposure
time.
3.3. Microstructural investigation
The surface of the uncoated material appeared to be buckled
with a linear texture (see Fig. 3a). The oxide scale was spalled off at
various positions and this observation was consistent for all uncoated samples with exposure times longer than 100 h. The crosssectional micrograph showed a double-layered oxide with a very
thin (w0.8 mm) outer oxide layer and a thick (w3.6 mm) inner oxide
layer (see Fig. 3b). An EDX analysis revealed that the outer oxide
layer contained relatively high amounts of manganese, whereas the
inner layer contained relatively pure chromium oxide. A zone of
internal titanium oxides was clearly visible beneath the oxide scale.
Several Laves phase precipitates, rich in silicon and niobium, were
also observed. The locations were predominantly along grain
boundaries. The zone of internal oxidation as well as the Laves
phases was consistent for all samples.
The cerium-coated sample exhibited a buckled surface with a
linear texture (see Fig. 4a). In contrast to the uncoated samples, the
cerium-coated samples showed no spallation. The cross-section of
the cerium-coated sample conﬁrmed the buckled oxide scale and a
double-layered oxide similar to the uncoated substrate (see Fig. 4b).
The thickness of the inner oxide layer was approximately 2.3 mm,
and the outer layer was about 0.5 mm thick.
The surface of the lanthanum-coated sample appeared to have a
structure similar to the uncoated and the cerium-coated sample
(see Fig. 5a), but the linear texture was slightly more distinct. No
spallation was observed for the lanthanum-coated samples. A
cross-sectional micrograph shown in Fig. 5b shows, as in the previous cases, a double-layer oxide with an inner oxide layer thickness of 2.1 mm and an outer oxide layer thickness of 0.8 mm. A
comparison of EDX line scans between the uncoated and the RE-
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Fig. 3. aeb. BSE micrographs of uncoated AISI 441 exposed for 500 h at 850  C (top
view a, cross-section b).

Fig. 5. aeb. SEM micrographs of lanthanum-coated AISI 441 exposed for 500 h at
850  C (top view a (SE), cross-section b (BSE).

coated samples showed no signiﬁcant differences, so for the sake of
simplicity only the lanthanum-coated sample line scan is shown
here (see Fig. 6).
The surface of the cerium/cobalt-coated samples appeared to be
less wavy than the uncoated and RE-coated samples, even though
the linear texture observed on the uncoated and RE-coated samples
could still be seen (see Fig. 7a). The cross-section in Fig. 7b conﬁrms
the decrease in waviness. Furthermore, the oxide scale consisted of
a double layer; an outer layer that was cobalt and manganese rich
and about 1.9 mm thick, and an inner layer that was, similar to the

Fig. 4. aeb. SEM micrographs of cerium-coated AISI 441 exposed for 500 h at 850  C
(top view a (SE), cross-section b (BSE)).

Fig. 6. EDX line scan of La-coated AISI 441 exposed for 500 h at 850  C (Si and La below
detection limit).
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Fig. 9. EDX line scan of La/Co-coated AISI 441 exposed for 500 h at 850  C (Si and La
below detection limit).

Fig. 7. aeb. SEM micrographs of cerium/cobalt-coated AISI 441 exposed for 500 h at
850  C (top view a (SE), cross-section b (BSE)).

previous cases, chromium rich and approximately 1.4 mm thick.
Some small pores were observed between the two oxide layers.
Fig. 8a shows the surface of a lanthanum/cobalt-coated sample.
Several linear wrinkles were observed. The cross-section (see
Fig. 8b) revealed that, similar to the cerium/cobalt-coated sample, a
large number of pores were present in the oxide scale of the
lanthanum/cobalt-coated sample. In contrast to the cerium/cobaltcoated samples, pores in the outer layer, and not only at the oxidee
oxide interface, were detected (see Fig. 8b). The EDX line scan of the
oxide scale of the lanthanum/cobalt-coated was similar to the
cerium/cobalt-coated samples and is therefore the only one shown
here (see Fig. 9). For a better comparison Table 3 provides the
approximate oxide thicknesses.

4. Discussion
4.1. Resistance against oxidation
Oxidation resistance is the major lifetime limiting factor for
metallic interconnects. Lifetime prediction is usually based on mass
gain, but in the present case there are two complications that affect
mass gain measurements, the chromium evaporation that causes a
continuous mass loss and the almost immediate oxidation of the
metallic cobalt coating. Froitzheim et al. have shown that the process of cobalt oxidation takes approximately 30 s for this type of
coating [22]. The data obtained from mass gain and chromium
evaporation were used to calculate the oxidation properties. The
almost immediate oxidation of the cobalt top coating was subtracted from the mass gain (for the cobalt coated samples) by
assuming a weight gain of 0.202 mg cm2 for the oxidation of a
630 nm cobalt coating to Co3O4. In a second step the evaporated
chromium was added to the mass gain by assuming the evaporation

Table 3
Compilation of approximate oxide layer thicknesses.

Fig. 8. aeb. SEM micrographs of lanthanum/cobalt-coated AISI 441 exposed for 500 h
at 850  C (top view a (SE), cross-section b (BSE).

Material

Inner oxide
layer thickness
[mm]

Uncoated
Ce coated
La coated
Ce/Co coated
La/Co coated

3.5
2.3
2.1
1.4
1.6







0.2
0.4
0.5
0.1
0.2

Outer oxide
layer thickness
[mm]
0.8
0.5
0.8
1.9
1.6







0.1
0.1
0.1
0.4
0.3

Total oxide
thickness [mm]
4.3
2.8
2.9
3.2
3.2
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of Cr2O3 and a constant evaporation rate. Every mg of lost chromium is equal to 1.46 mg of Cr2O3 oxide scale. The resulting graph is
shown in Fig. 10 and should give a better understanding of the
inﬂuence of the various coatings on the oxidation rate. The data
presented in Fig. 1 have been obtained in a discontinuous exposure
and Cr evaporation measurement was carried out isothermally.
Although thermal cycles are known to affect the oxidation behaviour this effect is expected to be of minor importance in the present
case due to the limited number of thermal cycles and because the
mass gain data between both exposures do not differ signiﬁcantly.
Since the uncoated substrate material suffered severe spallation it
is not included in the graph.
The lanthanum-coated samples, represented by the ﬁlled upwards pointing triangles had the highest oxidation rate; whereas
the cerium-coated samples (hollow circles) oxidized slower.
The most explicit effect in this graph is the inﬂuence of the
cobalt top coating on oxidation resistance. Both the cerium/cobaltcoated (hollow diamonds) and the lanthanum/cobalt-coated (ﬁlled
left pointing triangles) samples oxidized at a similar rate and the
outer cobalt coating decreased the oxidation signiﬁcantly. This
observation was not seen by applying similar coatings to Fee22Cr
interconnect steels such as Sandvik Sanergy HT [22]. In a different
study by Yang et al. Mn1.5Co1.5O4 coatings on AISI 441 reduced the
oxidation rate drastically as the authors proposed an effect of
limited oxygen inward diffusion. In contrast to the present investigation their coating thickness was not given but appeared to be in
the range of several micrometres [17].
4.2. Chromium evaporation
The chromium evaporation shown in Fig. 2 followed a relatively
linear trend for all materials, even if the initial evaporation was
slightly higher. For the uncoated, cerium- and lanthanum-coated
samples one can assume a growing chromium manganese spinel
as an outer oxide layer. This layer is in the initial stages very thin
and therefore not yet totally effective in retaining chromium.
The effect of cerium on chromium evaporation is interesting for
the reactive element coatings; the slightly higher evaporation of
the cerium-coated samples compared to the lanthanum-coated
samples could either be a catalytic effect of cerium on the process
of chromium evaporation or a result of a slower outward diffusion
of manganese ions. A slower diffusion of manganese outward
would lead to a thinner outer chromium manganese spinel. The

Fig. 10. Corrected oxidation of the different coated AISI 441. The mass gain due to the
initial oxidation of the Co layer is subtracted and the mass loss due to Cr evaporation is
added.

effect of a thinner outer spinel cannot be proven by the investigated
exposure times, even though one might see a trend of a slightly
thinner outer spinel for the cerium coated samples in the SEM
micrographs (Figs. 4b and 5b). The argument for a slower manganese outward diffusion could also be supported by the lower
oxidation rate, which might also be caused by a slower diffusion of
manganese outward.
The chromium evaporation was almost linear for the cerium/
cobalt- and lanthanum/cobalt-coated samples. Since almost
immediately after heating up to exposure temperature the cobalt
layer oxidises to Co3O4 [22] the chromium retention is already
given. After time manganese diffuses outwards and a cobalt manganese spinel is formed. This spinel seems to be even more effective
than the cobalt oxide in decreasing chromium evaporation, which
could be an effect of a simply thicker outer oxide layer, or it could be
due to a lower diffusion coefﬁcient of chromium ions in the
manganese-doped spinel layer.
4.3. Oxide scale evolution
The amount of spallation on the uncoated material observed in
this study is high compared to other studies. Liu et al. observed
spallation on AISI 441 during experiments in stagnant air, unfortunately the chemical composition of the investigated steel is not
given [23]. In line with the observation of this study are Yang et al.;
they reported spallation to a lower extent and at longer exposure
times, which one might suspect is due to a lower exposure temperature (800  C) [17]. Since the silicon content in the investigated
batch was comparably high (0.55 wt.%) and the exposure temperature at the upper limit of a SOFC application, it was expected that
the amount of Laves phase formation was not sufﬁcient to tie up all
the silicon contained in the steel and prevent subscale silica formation, which is commonly suggested to cause spallation [6]. This
is supported by the observations of Jablonski et al., who concluded
that the niobium content as well as the too high exposure temperature do not allow for the complete capture of all silicon since
the concentration of the Laves phase decreases with increasing
temperature [6]. In addition, the silicon content in Jablonski’s
investigation was, with about 0.33 wt. %, much lower than in this
study.
Both reactive element coatings improved the adhesion of the
oxide scales signiﬁcantly which is in line with the observations
from other studies [24,25]. Even though the exposure temperatures are relatively low for applying reactive element coatings,
the observed improved adhesion is in line with the ﬁndings of
Belogolovsky et al. [25] who have shown improved scale
adhesion for yttrium-nitrate-coated stainless steel 430. Different
mechanisms have been proposed to explain this observation;
such as a reduction in growth rate, enhanced scale plasticity, a
reduction in growth stress or a strengthened scale alloy interface [9,26].
As mentioned above the formation of a silica layer at the
metal/oxide interface is often considered as the most relevant
mechanism for oxide spallation on this type of material. Although
the batch of type 441 investigated in the present study had a
relatively high Si content no signiﬁcant subscale silica formation
was observed. In order to corroborate this ﬁnding two focused
ion beam (FIB) prepared cross-sections of an uncoated and a
cerium-coated sample were EDX analyzed. The line scans are
presented in Fig. 11. Minor subscale silica enrichment was found
in both cases. Consequently it must be concluded that not all Si
was tied up by the Laves phase precipitates but that small
amounts of Si segregated at the metal/oxide interface. However,
the fact that only the uncoated samples exhibited spallation while
Si segregation was observed in both cases indicates that Si was
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5. Conclusion
This investigation shows strong potential for AISI 441 as an SOFC
interconnect material if additional coatings are applied.
Applied coatings of cerium and lanthanum successfully prevented spallation and slowed down the outward diffusion of metal
ions and therefore lowered the oxidation rate.
The addition of a cobalt cap layer decreased the oxidation rate
even further and reduced chromium evaporation about 90%.
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Fig. 11. aeb. EDX line scans of FIB prepared uncoated (a) and cerium-coated (b) after
500 h at 850  C of exposure.

not the detrimental factor for scale adhesion in the present study.
The improved adhesion of the oxide scale in the presence of REs
is a well-known effect although the effectiveness of RE-coatings
has to be proven for longer exposure times [9,10,27].
Depicted in the SEM micrographs (Figs. 3e5 and 7e8) all samples exhibited a wavy linear textured surface. This was more pronounced for the uncoated and RE-coated samples whereas the RE/
cobalt-coated samples, especially the cerium/cobalt-coated samples, had a smoother surface.
It is well known that surface treatment can lead to differences
in oxidation behaviour [24,25,28]. The linear texture is parallel to
the rolling direction as it was proven in a separate experiment.
Therefore one might suspect that the surface roughness induced
by the rolling process lead to the observed wavy surfaces. For the
cerium/cobalt and lanthanum/cobalt samples the effect is less
clear, which could be due to the smoothening effect of the cobalt
coating prior to exposure. An explanation for the smoothening
effect can be the volume expansion in the initial stages of
oxidation when the cobalt top coating is transformed to cobalt
oxide.
Further experiments or stack tests should be conducted; further
lab tests should include longer exposure times and preferably also
lower temperatures to ensure stability also for a long term application. Since this investigation was dedicated to a cathode atmosphere, further investigations in an anode or a dual atmosphere
should be performed.
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